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Abstract:
As commonly assumed, dental treatment may cause patients acute and chronic stress, especially without adequate
anesthesia. The regulatory system strain index, or the stress index (SI) and heart rate (HR), is evaluated in dentists
performing local anesthesia. The study involved 86 doctors aged 25-55. SI was recorded on the portable cardio
monitor system. Research was one-off and lasted 6 hours of dentist work since the morning. Normal SI was assumed
as 50-150 conventional units (c.u.), whereas normal HR was determined by age. HR in Group 1 was found maximal
in pain episodes during treatment with local anesthesia and SI was high during IANB. Group 2 HR, on average, did
not exceed the age norm, whereas SI was high in the period of expecting clinically significant anesthesia. Group 3
featured maximum SI with persistent post-injection pain on record, confirmed by HR response. All the 3 groups
feature credible SI prevalence with anesthesia, outcome expectation, and pain episodes during submaxillary
dentistry.
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INTRODUCTION:
As known [1], stressors cause the general adaptation
syndrome seen as non-specific host response aimed at
mobilizing functional reserves and accompanied by
regulatory system strain. Everyday life and activities
inevitably cause some strain on regulatory
mechanisms [2].
This 'working stress' depends on age, gender,
individualities, health condition, but does not go
beyond the so-called physiological standard. As
commonly assumed, dental treatment may cause
patients acute and chronic stress, especially without
adequate anesthesia. A safe, efficient and predictable
conductive anesthetic method in dentistry, especially
for the mandible, is in great demand nowadays [3,4].
Some authors [5] note a negative trend in the adverse
effects of occupational factors on dentists' health, but
this problem is rather neglected [6]. Direct
dependence of treatment quality on the clinician's
health condition [7] necessitates more drilldown into
factors behind changes in, specifically, the dentist's
psychoemotional state.
Local anesthesia is a key dental intervention as, on
the one hand, it requires the doctor to have good
theoretical and practical training in both dental [8, 9]
and such general medical sciences as anatomy,
physiology,
pharmacology,
gerontology
and
pathophysiology [10, 11] and, on the other hand, it is
important in ensuring the patient's comfort during
treatment.
Study objective: assessing changes in the
cardiovascular system with ECG monitoring by a GP
dentist during and after local anesthesia.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
ECG was selectively monitored in 86 doctors aged
25-55 portable cardio monitor. SI is measured by
analyzing an RR interval distribution graph – the
variation pulsogram. Central boundary activation and
increased sympatic regulation during mental load or
exercise manifest as rhythm stabilization, reduced RR
interval duration dispersion, and more intervals of 1
duration type (MoA growth). The histograms' shape
changes and they taper with parallel rise in height.
This may be quantified by the histogram height/width
ratio (SI=MoA/2*Mo*MxDMn, where MxDMn is
the range).
Mo (mode) is the most common RR interval value in
this time series. MoA (mode amplitude) is the
number of RR intervals matching the mode value as a
percentage in the sample size. MxDMn (range)
reflects the variability of RR interval values in the
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time series under study. It runs over the difference
between the maximum (Mx) and minimum (Mn)
interval values and therefore may be distorted during
arhythmia or artefacts. When building histograms (or
variation pulsograms, depending on what was
originally recorded – heartbeats or pulse), a data
grouping method is the most critical choice. The
research lasted 6 hours of dentists' work since the
morning of 1 workday. The standard was assumed as
50-150 c.u. The apparatus is a unit sized
133*70*24mm and weighing 160g. These
characteristics enabled wearing the apparatus under
the dentist uniform. The doctors noted the unit's
compactness and no restraint during work.
The study subjects formed 3 age groups: Group 1
comprised doctors aged 25-34, Group 2 with doctors
aged 35-44, and Group 3 with doctors aged 45-55. As
part of the study, the doctors were instructed to keep
a diary in detail and with focus on local anesthesia
management time, first post-injection minutes, and
the time of possible patient pain episodes ontreatment. ECG was recorded in the CM5, CS1, and
CS2 deflections. The entry criteria were absence of
psychoemotional disorders and evident corporal
pathology, consent to be studied.
Findings were statistically processed by standard
Excel formulas. The Student t-test was assumed as
the basic test of significance.
RESULTS:
Functional status assessment in Group 1 (aged 25-34)
showed the average HR value at an appointment as
78.34±0.23
BPM
(with
p>0.95).
During
supramaxillary toponarcosis, there was a slight HR
increase to 81.17±1.02 BPM (p<0.01). Submaxillary
anesthesia featured a steady HR rise in all the
subjects to group peaks at 97.45±1.02 BPM (p<0.01).
HR figures decreased equally reliably for both jaws.
SI assessment featured the peak value upon injection
both in the upper jaw (199.48±0.48 c.u., p<0.01) and
lower jaw, with stress prevalence in the last category
(210.21±0.89 c.u., p<0.01).
In Group 2 (dentists aged 35-44), HR at an
appointment did not exceed the age norm. However,
during expectation of local anesthesia effects, HR
managed at the maxilla rose to 86.33±1.19 BPM
(p<0.01) and in the mandible to 89.9±1.23 BPM
(p<0.01). SI assessment found the peak value
simultaneous with expectations of clinically
significant anesthesia both in the maxilla (217.7±1.14
c.u., p<0.01) and mandible, with stress prevalence in
the last category (229.9±1.19 c.u., p<0.01).
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In Group 3 (aged 35-44), HR at an appointment did
not exceed the age norm. During periods of persistent
pain senses in the etiological region after local
anesthesia, HR reached 81.72±1.31 BPM (p<0.01) at
the maxilla and 88.31±1.1 BPM (p<0.01) at the
mandible. SI assessment featured the peak value upon
pain sense detection in the etiological region after
local anesthesia at the maxilla (220.03±1.06 c.u.,
p<0.01) and mandible, with stress prevalence in the
last category (229.76±1.15 c.u., p<0.01).
DISCUSSION:
A lot of recent research indicates dentists'
occupational diseases, especially stress [12]. The
burnout syndrome is characteristic of dentists due to
human-related risks, specific interaction with patients
after negative treatment by other doctors, gender
peculiarities, etc. [13] Emotional exhaustion
dynamics lie in correlation between burnout and
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depersonalization, as well as work and job
dissatisfaction. According to some authors, lady
doctors are more susceptible to the burnout syndrome
and depression [14]. Despite well-known correlation
between dentistry and burnout, the doctor's basic
manipulations exhausting the nervous system are
presently neglected. One such manipulation is
toponarcosis
performed
by
doctors
with
workmanship, expertise, and skills. High public
allergization, comorbidities and stress may entail
adverse local and systemic complications.
Therefore, (Fig. 1), local anesthesia in all the 3
groups is a high SI trigger. Expectedly higher values
are obtained after analyzing the results of IANBs.
However, there is potential test error due to test
unspecificity, and high figures in Group 3 may be
combined with the chronic fatigue syndrome.

Figure 1. SI benchmark in the 3 groups
*IAN block – inferior alveolar nerve block
So we verified SI against HR values (Fig. 2) reflecting the situational response of the doctor's body to the stress
caused by local anesthesia or the patient's pain reactions during incomplete or failed anesthesia.
As in SI assessment, there is a steady HR increase during local anesthesia management, especially in the maxilla, in
all the 3 groups.
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Figure 2. HR measurement in experimental groups
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